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Abstract

In this paper, wavelet transform based technique is introduced to detect and classify the faults in a series capacitor compensated
double circuit transmission line. The three phase currents of both circuits measured at only one end of the series compensated
double circuit transmission line are used to calculate the approximate and high frequency detail coefficients including wavelet
energy content of each phase current signal. To evaluate the performance of proposed fault detection technique, simulation
studies have been carried out on a series capacitor compensated double circuit transmission line test system. The major
advantage of this proposed scheme is that it offers protection to entire transmission line length using one end fault current data
only. The test results prove that all types of faults are correctly detected and the faulty phase is accurately identified using
proposed technique. This technique is robust to the variation in fault type, fault inception time, fault resistance, ground resistance
and fault location.
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1. Introduction

The continuous operation of a transmission line is reliant on a perfect fault detection and location technique. A perfect fault
detector decreases the interruption and aids in the fast restoration of electricity. Many methods of fault detection and classification
have been proposed till now for the protection of series capacitor compensated double circuit transmission line. The review of
some literatures has been discussed in this section. Hilbert Huang transform based online differential relay has been developed and
used for the protection of STATCOM compensated three phase transmission line against internal faults, external faults, cross
country faults and faults with variation in fault inception angle and source impedance (Biswal et al., 2018). Wavelet transform
energy has been utilized for fault detection and classification in a fixed TCSC compensated three phase transmission line (Biswas
et al., 2018). MDFT has been used as a very effective tool for fault detection and localization in double circuit transmission line
(Gaur and Bhalja, 2018). Wavelet transform has been used for fault detection and classification in a 400 kV series capacitor
compensated double circuit transmission line (Gautam et al., 2018). Fault detection in a series capacitor compensated double
circuit transmission line using wavelet transform has been reported in (Gautam et al., 2018). Continuous wavelet transform is
applied for the differential protection of transmission line (Govar and Seyedi, 2016). Location of faults on series compensated
double circuit transmission line using distributed parameter transmission line model has been described in (Kang et al., 2015).
Mathematical morphology has been used as a very helpful tool for fault detection in a double circuit transmission line (Kapoor,
2018). Wavelet transform in conjunction with artificial neural network has been utilized for fault detection, classification and
location in transmission line (Koley et al., 2016). Wavelet transform is applied for fault detection in a series capacitor compensated
three phase transmission line (Kapoor, 2018). Wavelet transform based protection scheme has been used for double circuit
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transmission lines (Kapoor, 2018). Support vector machine in combination with artificial neural network is used for the protection
of three phase transmission line (Koley et al., 2017).

Recently, the one terminal travelling wave based cross differential protection technique has also been used for the protection of
double circuit transmission line (Monteiro et al., 2018). Fault location in STATCOM compensated double circuit transmission line
using artificial neural network has been presented in (Nagam et al., 2017). Naïve Bayes classifier has also been used as a very
efficient tool for the protection of parallel transmission lines (Swetapadma and Yadav, 2016). Artificial neural network has been
utilized for fault classification and location in double circuit transmission line (Saravanan and Rathinam, 2012). Artificial neural
network has been used as a very useful tool for fault detection, classification and location in parallel transmission line
(Swetapadma and Yadav, 2016). Artificial neural network based protection technique has been presented for double circuit
transmission line protection (Yadav and Swetapadma, 2014).

The proposed work reports a single ended fault detection technique for series capacitor compensated double circuit transmission
line against different types of shunt faults including boundary faults, inter-circuit and cross-country faults with varying various
fault parameters. The paper is organized as follows: the schematic of series capacitor compensated double circuit transmission line
is depicted in section-2. The process of feature extraction from the current signals of both circuits using wavelet transform is
presented in section-3. Simulation results are analyzed in section-4. Finally, the conclusions of the work are drawn in section-5.

2. Power System Specifications

The schematic of double circuit transmission line compensated with series capacitor under simulation is depicted in Figure 1.
The test system consists of a 400 kV, 50 Hz double circuit transmission line of 200 km length. The double circuit transmission line
is connected to a 400 kV source at the sending end and two loads each of 100 MW and 100 MVAr at the receiving end. The series
capacitors are connected at the mid-point of the double circuit transmission line. The relay is installed at bus-1 to protect the total
length of a double circuit transmission line which can be seen in Figure 1. The double circuit transmission line model is simulated
using MATLAB. Feature extraction of the fault current signals of both circuits has been done using daubechies-4 mother wavelet
to calculate the approximate and detail coefficients.

Figure 1. Schematic of proposed simulation model

3. Proposed Fault Detection and Classification Technique

In a digital signal processing area, the schemes based on wavelet transform have become one of the most influential tools and
these strategies became contemporary. As a substitute to short time Fourier transforms (STFT), the wavelet transform (WT) was
developed to ascend above the shortcomings associated to its resolution problem.
Wavelet transform (Gautam et al., 2018) is defined as:

W (j, k) = ∑j ∑k x (k) 2-j/2 φ (2-jn-k) (1)

where, a mother wavelet is designated as φ (t) having finite energy.

High pass filter gain after double sub-sampling is defined as:

yH (k) = ∑n x(n)g (2k-n) (2)

Low pass filter gain after double sub-sampling is defined as:

yL (k) = ∑n x(n)h (2k-n) (3)

The various stages of the proposed technique as shown in Figure 2 are described in detail hereafter.

Step 1 Simulate the test system and generate post fault three phase current signals of both circuits.
Step 2 Analyze the three phase current signals of both circuits using wavelet transform for feature extraction.
Step 3 Calculate the magnitude of wavelet energy for each fault current signal.
Step 4 Estimate the approximate and detail coefficients of fault current signals at level-1.
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Step 5 If the magnitude of detail coefficients of the faulted phase is greater than the magnitude of detail coefficients of un-faulted
phase, then fault else no fault, go to step 1.

Figure 2. Schematic of proposed technique

4. Results and Discussion

To authenticate the effectiveness of the proposed fault detection/ classification technique, simulation studies have been carried
out for numerous types of faults, including inter-circuit, cross-country and boundary faults. The performance of the proposed
technique was investigated with variation in fault type, fault resistance, ground resistance, fault inception time and fault location.
Following the fault detection and faulty phase identification, some of the simulation results are discussed in the successive
subsections.

4.1 Performance During No-Fault: The performance of the proposed technique is analyzed during no-fault simulation of a test
system. The three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 for the duration of no-fault are shown in Figure 3. The approximate-1 and
detail-1 coefficients of three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 for no-fault period can be seen in Figures 4-7. The
performance of wavelet transform based fault detection scheme is examined for no-fault operation and the test results are
demonstrated in Table 1.
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Figure 3. Three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 during no-fault
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Figure 4. Approximate-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-1 during no fault
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Figure 5. Detail-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-1 during no fault
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Figure 6. Approximate-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-2 during no fault
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Figure 7. Detail-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-2 during no fault

Table 1. Test results of WT for no-fault
Output

Phase
Approx. Coefficient Detail Coefficient Wavelet Energy

A1 181.2243 2.2282 99.9294

B1 181.2682 1.1988 99.9158

C1 181.1921 2.2553 99.9198

A2 181.2231 2.2280 99.9294

B2 181.2726 1.2042 99.9157

C2 181.1520 2.2625 99.9198

4.2 Effect of Varying Fault Resistance: The performance of the proposed fault detector is investigated for various types of fault
cases with varying fault resistance. The three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 for the duration of phase-‘B1A2C2-g’ fault at
50% from bus-1 at FIT=0.1 seconds with Rf = 10Ω and Rg = 0.001Ω are shown in Figure 8. The approximate-1 and detail-1
coefficients of three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 for phase-‘B1A2C2-g’ fault can be seen in Figures 9-12. From the
simulation result as depicted in Table 2, it can be seen that the proposed technique correctly detects the fault and identifies the
faulty phase and is robust to the variation in fault resistance.
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Figure 8. Three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 during phase-‘B1A2C2-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 at FIT=0.1 seconds
with Rf = 10Ω and Rg = 0.001Ω

Figure 9. Approximate-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-1 during phase- ‘B1A2C2-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 at
FIT=0.1 seconds with Rf = 10Ω and Rg = 0.001Ω

Figure 10. Detail-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-1 during phase- ‘B1A2C2-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 at FIT=0.1
seconds with Rf = 10Ω and Rg = 0.001Ω
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Figure 11. Approximate-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-2 during phase- ‘B1A2C2-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 at
FIT=0.1 seconds with Rf = 10Ω and Rg = 0.001Ω
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Figure 12. Detail-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-2 during phase- ‘B1A2C2-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 at FIT=0.1
seconds with Rf = 10Ω and Rg = 0.001Ω

Table 2. Test results of WT for phase-‘B1A2C2-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 at FIT=0.1 seconds with Rf = 10Ω and Rg = 0.001Ω
Output

Phase
Approx. Coefficient Detail Coefficient Wavelet Energy

A1 1.5419*10^3 10.9896 99.3621

B1 1.7775*10^4 120.2243 99.9645
C1 1.4353*10^3 10.2757 99.1583

A2 2.0489*10^4 122.3651 99.9383
B2 1.1429*10^3 14.0932 97.3431

C2 1.9703*10^4 168.8253 99.9000

4.3 Effect of Varying Ground Resistance: The performance of the proposed fault detector is investigated for various types of fault
cases with variation in ground resistance. The three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 for the duration of phase-‘A1C1B2-g’
fault at 50% from bus-1 with Rg = 20Ω, Rf = 0.001Ω and FIT = 0.15 seconds are depicted in Figure 13. The approximate-1 and
detail-1 coefficients of three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 for phase-‘A1C1B2-g’ fault can be seen in Figures 14-17.
From the simulation result as depicted in Table 3, it can be seen that the proposed method is not affected by variation in ground
resistance and effectively detects the fault and classifies the faulty phases efficiently.
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Figure 13. Three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 during phase-‘A1C1B2-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 with Rg = 20Ω, Rf =
0.001Ω at FIT = 0.15 seconds

Figure 14. Approximate-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-1 during phase- ‘A1C1B2-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 with
Rg = 20Ω, Rf = 0.001Ω at FIT = 0.15 seconds

Figure 15. Detail-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-1 during phase- ‘A1C1B2-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 with Rg =
20Ω, Rf = 0.001Ω at FIT = 0.15 seconds
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Figure 16. Approximate-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-2 during phase- ‘A1C1B2-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 with
Rg = 20Ω, Rf = 0.001Ω at FIT = 0.15 seconds

Figure 17. Detail-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-2 during phase- ‘A1C1B2-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 with Rg =
20Ω, Rf = 0.001Ω at FIT = 0.15 seconds

Table 3. Test results of WT for phase-‘A1C1B2-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 at FIT = 0.15 seconds with Rg = 20Ω, Rf = 0.001Ω
Output

Phase
Approx. Coefficient Detail Coefficient Wavelet Energy

A1 2.1023*10^4 201.0956 99.9740
B1 795.4028 6.6883 99.5689

C1 3.0564*10^4 253.1951 99.9690
A2 1.2343*10^3 13.9353 99.8443

B2 1.3318*10^4 156.6560 99.9520
C2 1.0097*10^3 10.4439 99.7645

4.4 Effect of Varying Fault Inception Time: The performance of the proposed technique has been checked for variation in fault
inception time. The three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 during phase-‘C1-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 at FIT= 0.05
seconds, Rg = 5Ω and Rf = 2Ω are depicted in Figure 18. The approximate-1 and detail-1 coefficients of three phase current of
circuit-1 and circuit-2 for phase-‘C1-g’ fault can be seen in Figures 19-22. Table 4 presents the simulation result corresponding to
the fault case simulated at 50% with fault resistance of 2Ω at FIT=0.05 seconds for phase-‘C1-g’ fault, respectively. The
simulation result follows the immunity of the proposed fault detection and identification technique to the deviation in fault
inception time.
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Figure 18. Three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 during phase-‘C1-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 at FIT= 0.05 seconds, Rg =
5Ω and Rf = 2Ω

Figure 19. Approximate-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-1 during phase- ‘C1-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 at FIT=0.05
seconds, Rg = 5Ω and Rf = 2Ω

Figure 20. Detail-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-1 during phase- ‘C1-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 at FIT=0.05
seconds, Rg = 5Ω and Rf = 2Ω
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Figure 21. Approximate-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-2 during phase- ‘C1-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 at FIT=0.05
seconds with Rg = 5Ω and Rf = 2Ω
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Figure 22. Detail-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-2 during phase- ‘C1-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 at FIT=0.05
seconds with Rg = 5Ω and Rf = 2Ω

Table 4. Test results of WT for phase-‘C1-g’ fault at 50% from bus-1 at FIT= 0.05 seconds with Rg = 5Ω and Rf = 2Ω
Output

Phase
Approx. Coefficient Detail Coefficient Wavelet Energy

A1 1.5437*10^3 13.0795 99.9234

B1 1.6768*10^3 14.9629 99.9383

C1 1.5196*10^4 237.3226 99.9874
A2 328.5454 3.0674 99.0934

B2 570.4469 4.1420 99.7363

C2 641.3831 5.4063 99.7896

4.5 Performance During Inter-Circuit Faults: Inter circuit faults are the faults which occur in double circuit transmission lines and
involve phases from both circuits. Inter circuit phase- ‘A1A2-g’ fault case at 50% at FIT=0.05 seconds is simulated to evaluate the
performance of the proposed fault detection technique. The three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 during phase-‘A1A2-g’
inter-circuit fault at 50% from bus-1 at FIT=0.05 seconds with Rf = Rg = 0.001Ω are depicted in Figure 23. The approximate-1 and
detail-1 coefficients of three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 for phase-‘A1A2-g’ fault can be seen in Figures 24-27. Table 5
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depicts the test result for phase-‘A1A2-g’ fault. Thus, the inter-circuit fault is correctly detected and the faulty phases are correctly
identified with the help of proposed technique.

Figure 23. Three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 during phase-‘A1A2-g’ inter-circuit fault at 50% from bus-1 at FIT=0.05
seconds with Rf = Rg = 0.001Ω

Figure 24. Approximate-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-1 during phase-‘A1A2-g’ inter-circuit fault at 50% from
bus-1 at FIT=0.05 seconds with Rf = Rg = 0.001Ω

Figure 25. Detail-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-1 during phase-‘A1A2-g’ inter-circuit fault at 50% from bus-1 at
FIT=0.05 seconds with Rf = Rg = 0.001Ω
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Figure 26. Approximate-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-2 during phase-‘A1A2-g’ inter-circuit fault at 50% from
bus-1 at FIT=0.05 seconds with Rf = Rg = 0.001Ω
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Figure 27. Detail-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-2 during phase-‘A1A2-g’ inter-circuit fault at 50% from bus-1 at
FIT=0.05 seconds with Rf = Rg = 0.001Ω

Table 5. Test results of WT for phase-‘A1A2-g’ inter-circuit fault at 50% from bus-1 at FIT=0.05 seconds with Rf = Rg = 0.001Ω
Output

Phase
Approx. Coefficient Detail Coefficient Wavelet Energy

A1 1.3862*10^4 97.6881 99.2546
B1 2.0142*10^3 17.4854 96.6498

C1 2.1463*10^3 17.0579 96.9183

A2 1.3862*10^4 97.6881 99.2546
B2 2.0142*10^3 17.4854 96.6498

C2 2.1463*10^3 17.0579 96.9183

4.6 Performance During Cross-Country Faults: Simulation studies are conducted to examine the performance of the proposed
scheme during phase-‘B1-g’ and phase-‘A1C1-g’ cross-country fault at 35% and 65% from bus-1 at FIT= 0.1 seconds with Rf = Rg

= 1Ω. The three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 during phase-‘B1-g’ and phase-‘A1C1-g’ cross-country fault at 35% and
65% from bus-1 are depicted in Figure 28. The approximate-1 and detail-1 coefficients of three phase current of circuit-1 and
circuit-2 during phase-‘B1-g’ and phase-‘A1C1-g’ cross-country fault can be seen in Figures 29-32. The output of wavelet
transform based fault detection technique during phase-‘B1-g’ and phase-‘A1C1-g’ cross-country fault at 35% and 65% from bus-
1 is outlined in Table 6. Thus, the proposed technique effectively detects the cross country faults.
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Figure 28. Three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 during phase-‘B1-g’ and phase-‘A1C1-g’ cross-country fault at 35% and
65% from bus-1 at FIT= 0.1 seconds with Rf = Rg = 1Ω
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Figure 29. Approximate-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-1 during phase- ‘B1-g’ and phase-‘A1C1-g’ cross-country
fault at 35% and 65% from bus-1 at FIT= 0.1 seconds with Rf = Rg = 1Ω
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Figure 30. Detail-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-1 during phase- ‘B1-g’ and phase-‘A1C1-g’ cross-country fault at
35% and 65% from bus-1 at FIT= 0.1 seconds with Rf = Rg = 1Ω
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Figure 31. Approximate-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-2 during phase- ‘B1-g’ and phase-‘A1C1-g’ cross-country
fault at 35% and 65% from bus-1 at FIT= 0.1 seconds with Rf = Rg = 1Ω

Figure 32. Detail-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-2 during phase- ‘B1-g’ and phase-‘A1C1-g’ cross-country fault at
35% and 65% from bus-1 at FIT= 0.1 seconds with Rf = Rg = 1Ω

Table 6. Test results of WT for phase-‘B1-g’ and phase-‘A1C1-g’ cross-country fault at 35% and 65% from bus-1 at FIT= 0.1
seconds with Rf = Rg = 1Ω

Output
Phase

Approx. Coefficient Detail Coefficient Wavelet Energy

A1 1.7826*10^4 94.0805 99.9902
B1 2.3870*10^4 130.9622 99.9929
C1 1.6037*10^4 116.9069 99.9893
A2 493.7247 3.0593 99.6293

B2 242.8469 3.0776 98.2310

C2 551.8693 3.0413 99.7504

4.7 Performance During Close-in Faults: It is very significant to evaluate the performance of any fault detection technique for a
close-in fault. The fault detector should operate correctly for a close-in fault and it should accurately identify the faulty phases. The
performance of the proposed method is analyzed during phase-‘B1C1’ fault at 9% from bus-1 with Rf = 12Ω at FIT=0.15 seconds.
The three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 during phase-‘B1C1’ fault at 9% from bus-1 with Rf = 12Ω at FIT=0.15 seconds
are depicted in Figure 33. The approximate-1 and detail-1 coefficients of three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 during
phase-‘B1C1’ fault at 9% from bus-1 can be seen in Figures 34-37. Further, Table 7 depicts the output of the fault detector for
phase-‘B1C1’ fault simulated at 9% from the relay location. It can be concluded that the fault detector correctly detects the close-
in relay fault and identifies the faulty phase accurately with 100% accuracy.
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Figure 33. Three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 during phase-‘B1C1’ fault at 9% from bus-1 at FIT=0.15 seconds with
Rf = 12Ω

Figure 34. Approximate-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-1 during phase- ‘B1C1’ fault at 9% from bus-1 at FIT=0.15
seconds with Rf = 12Ω

Figure 35. Detail-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-1 during phase- ‘B1C1’ fault at 9% from bus-1 at FIT=0.15
seconds with Rf = 12Ω
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Figure 36. Approximate-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-2 during phase- ‘B1C1’ fault at 9% from bus-1

Figure 37. Detail-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-2 during phase- ‘B1C1’ fault at 9% from bus-1

Table 7. Test results of WT for phase-‘B1C1’ fault at 9% from bus-1 at FIT=0.15 seconds with Rf = 12Ω
Output

Phase
Approx. Coefficient Detail Coefficient Wavelet Energy

A1 14.1023 0.0280 99.9982

B1 2.2192*10^4 60.2382 99.9958
C1 2.2180*10^4 43.6208 99.9958
A2 13.1676 0.0271 99.9982

B2 13.0897 0.0265 99.9982

C2 13.0877 0.0279 99.9979

4.8 Performance During Remote-end Faults: It is very significant to evaluate the performance of any fault detection technique for
remote-end faults because there is a chance of the relay to under reach during a remote-end fault. The fault detector should operate
correctly for a remote-end fault and should accurately identify the faulty phases. To evaluate the performance of the proposed fault
detection technique under this type of situation, a four phase to ground fault phase-‘B1A2B2C2-g’ at 95% from bus-1 at 0.1
seconds with Rf = 20Ω and Rg = 45Ω is simulated, and the simulation result is depicted in Figure 38. The approximate-1 and
detail-1 coefficients of three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 during phase-‘B1A2B2C2-g’ fault at 95% from bus-1 can be
seen in Figures 39-42. Further, Table 8 depicts the output of fault detector for phase-‘B1A2B2C2-g’ fault simulated at 95% from
the relay location. It can be concluded that the fault detector correctly detects the far-end relay fault and identifies the faulty phase
accurately with 100% accuracy.
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Figure 38. Three phase current of circuit-1 and circuit-2 during phase-‘B1A2B2C2-g’ fault at 95% from bus-1 with Rf = 20Ω, Rg

= 45Ω at FIT=0.1 seconds

Figure 39. Approximate-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-1 during phase- ‘B1A2B2C2-g’ fault at 95% from bus-1
with Rf = 20Ω, Rg = 45Ω at FIT=0.1 seconds

Figure 40. Detail-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-1 during phase- ‘B1A2B2C2-g’ fault at 95% from bus-1 with Rf =
20Ω, Rg = 45Ω at FIT=0.1 seconds
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Figure 41. Approximate-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-2 during phase- ‘B1A2B2C2-g’ fault at 95% from bus-1
with Rf = 20Ω, Rg = 45Ω at FIT=0.1 seconds
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Figure 42. Detail-1 coefficient of three phase current of circuit-2 during phase- ‘B1A2B2C2-g’ fault at 95% from bus-1 with Rf =
20Ω, Rg = 45Ω at FIT=0.1 seconds

Table 8. Test results of WT for phase-‘B1A2B2C2-g’ fault at 95% from bus-1 with Rf = 20Ω, Rg = 45Ω at FIT=0.1 seconds
Output

Phase
Approx. Coefficient Detail Coefficient Wavelet Energy

A1 1.1277*10^3 16.9341 99.8503

B1 5.2047*10^3 63.3939 99.8642
C1 898.4127 12.8559 99.8270

A2 1.3061*10^4 217.0467 99.8207
B2 1.3001*10^4 196.2669 99.8371
C2 1.3384*10^4 154.0546 99.8604

5. Conclusions

Wavelet transform based fault detection and faulty phase identification technique is found to be very effective under numerous
fault conditions. The robustness of the proposed technique is not affected by various fault situations viz. varying fault type, fault
resistance, ground resistance, fault location and fault inception time. Test results depicts that the proposed technique effectively
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detects the fault and identifies the faulty phase perfectly. The main benefit of using this technique for the purpose of fault detection
and classification on series capacitor compensated double circuit transmission line is that this technique uses the samples of three
phase currents of both the circuits measured at only one end of the SCCDCTL.
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